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Abstract—
he minimal-weight spanning tree (MST) problem is a famous combinatorial optimization problem worried
with finding a spanning tree of an undirected, linked graph, such that the sum of the weights of the selected
edges is minimal. Márquez,et al. proposed a minimal spanning tree (MST) set of rules and correctly applied it
to wi-fi ad-hoc network routing. The undertaking of finding the shortest route in a network for routing data packets
has been dealt in this paper. we've used an algorithm to remedy the MST hassle and we have parallelized it with the
assist of Open MP API , we've got implemented the parallelized algorithm to resolve community routing problem with
respect to its objective feature. A comparative evaluation with the help of VTune analyzer has also been done whilst
the identical algorithm is completed sequentially in a unmarried thread environment. based on this analysis a elegant
parallel MST algorithm is offered. The refined set of rules is carried out to a network to solve the routing trouble in it
,and results suggests that this parallel set of rules is a good approach to compute and resolve the network routing
trouble.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Spanning tree : Let G = (V,E) be an un-directed connected graph. A minimal connected sub-graph of G which
includes all the vertices of G is a spanning tree of G; (a) is a complete graph and(b),(c),(d) are three of A’s spanning

Minimum Spanning Tree: Thus a spanning tree is a minimal sub-graph G1 of G such that
• V(G) = V(G1) and G1 is connected.
• A connected graph with n vertices must have at least n-1 edges and all connected graphs with n-1 edges are trees.
• If the nodes of G represent cities and the edges represent possible communication links connecting two cities,
the minimum number of links needed to connect the n cities is n-1.
• The spanning trees of G will represent all feasible choices.
• In practice, the edges will have weights associated with them.
• These might represent the cost of construction, the length of the link etc.
• We are interested in finding a spanning tree of G with minimum cost.
Routing: Routing is the system of choosing high-quality paths in a network [13]. Routing is completed for
plenty styles of networks, which includes phone community (circuit switching), digital records networks (such as the
net), and transportation networks. This paper is concerned mainly with routing in digital records networks using packet
switching era[13]. In packet switching networks, routing directs packet forwarding (the transit of logically addressed
network packets from their supply towards their last destination) through intermediate nodes. Intermediate nodes are
typically community hardware devices including routers, bridges, gateways, firewalls, or switches[13]. general-purpose
computers can also forward packets and perform routing, although they're no longer specialized hardware and may suffer
from restrained overall performance[13]. The routing manner commonly directs forwarding on the idea of routing tables
which preserve a document of the routes to various network locations[13]. for that reason, building routing tables, that
are held within the router's memory, is very crucial for efficient routing.
Borůvka's algorithm: Borůvka's algorithm is a set of rules for finding a minimal spanning tree in a graph for
which all facet weights are different. Boruvka’s algorithm is the oldest minimal spanning tree set of rules became
discovered by means of Boruuvka in 1926, earlier than computers even existed. The algorithm changed into posted as a
technique of constructing a green energy community. Time Complexity of Boruvka’s algorithm is O(E log V) which is
same as Kruskal’s and Prim’s algorithms. This algorithm is regularly called Sollin's set of rules due to the fact he
changed into the most effective pc Scientist who rediscovered this algorithm. The set of rules begins by first analyzing
every vertex and including the bottom price aspect from that vertex to another within the graph, without regard to already
brought edges, and keeps joining these groupings in a like manner till a tree spanning all vertices is completed [14].
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II. RELATED WORK
Minimum cost spanning tree have many applications, it helps us to connect all the nodes of connected
undirected graph with least possible distance. In the field of transportation, the concept of MST will help us to connect
several cities in transportation network with minimum distance. This will minimize the time and cost required for the
construction of roads [1]. In a similar way, in case of deciding the airline routes, it will help us to minimize the travel
time and the cost of fuel. In the field of communication network, concept of MST will help us to minimize the time and
cost of setting a network with cables [2]. In addition to this, In case of a wireless communication network, it will help us
to decide the routing path of a data packet through the network by removing the cycles [3] and [4].
MSTs are trees in an edge-weighted graph, whose weight is minimal. In graph theory, given an undirected
connected graph whose edges are weighted, a spanning tree of minimum weight of this graph is a spanning tree (a subset
which is a tree that connects all the vertices together) whose sum of weights of the edges is minimal [5].
A graph can have many different spanning trees. A weight is associated with each edge, which is a number
which represents the cost of this edge, and take the sum of the weights of the edges of the spanning tree. A minimum
weight spanning tree is a spanning tree whose weight is less than or equal to that of all other spanning trees of the graph [4].
There are many algorithms for searching a minimum weight spanning tree. These include, inter alia Borůvka's
algorithm (the first algorithm invented for this), the Prim's algorithm and Kruskal's algorithm [5] and [6].
The objective of this paper is to analyze Boruvka’s [8] spanning tree algorithm rigorously and point out
potential for a better approach. Based on the analysis we will present a better approach minimum spanning tree
algorithm and apply it to an undirected graph.
YÁÑEZ-MÁRQUEZ et al. [15] used BeateBolliget. al. [16] algorithm and successfully implemented it on an ad
hoc wireless network. The existing schemes in this approach tend to converge to a route comprised of a minimum
spanning tree [15].They show that in a network with n randomly placed nodes, each node should be connected to the
nearest neighbors in order to guarantee connectivity. [15]
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND DESCRIPTION
Graphs are a powerful tool for representing information and MST can be interpreted in different ways
depending on what the graph represents. In general, when a system is considered where a set of objects to be
interconnected (e.g. grid and housing) [7], the MST is the way to build such a network by minimizing a cost represented
by the weights of the edges (for example the total length of cable used to construct a grid) [7].
Let G = (V, E) be a (continuous) undirected Graph. A sub graph of G, acyclic, connected and contains all the
nodes of G, is called spanning tree.[5]

Figure-1: An undirected weighted graph

Figure-2: Minimum spanning tree of the above graph

IV. DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Fig-3: Methodology adopted in base paper and in this paper.
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Base paper methodology:
The base paper by YÁÑEZ-MÁRQUEZ et al.[15] applies Borvuka's algorithm for the computation of
minimum spanning trees on explicitly defined input graphs and to adapt it to the implicit setting.
The edges of a minimum spanning tree in G are iteratively computed. They start with an empty set of edges.
Each vertex v ∈ V can be seen as a connected component of size 1 with respect to the edges already computed for the
minimum spanning tree. In each iteration for each connected component Ci the edge with the smallest weight with
respect to the remaining edges incident to another different connected component Ci is computed. If such an edge is not
unique, they chose for every connected component an edge in an appropriate way. The chosen edges are added to the
already computed edges of the minimum spanning tree. Afterward, the computation of the connected components with
respect to the edges in the current minimum spanning tree is updated. The computation terminates if there is only one
connected component. The correctness of this method follows directly from the correctness of Borůvka’s algorithm [17].
Algorithm adopted in this paper: The aim of proposed algorithm is to find a MST parallel out of a given
network in an adjacency matrix form where the entries of this matrix are distances, costs or weights of edges or links.
Input: The adjacency matrix of the network
Output: A path depicting the minimum spanning tree for the taken network
1. Let G (V, E) is the given network where
2. V represents number of nodes and E be the number of edges in the network.
3. Input the adjacency matrix A = d[i,j] of size n by n where ‘d’ represents the distance and ‘n’ represents the
number of nodes.
4. For each column ‘j’, the algorithm selects a smallest entry and will add it to MST.
5. It deals with edges having smallest cost, the algorithm have to set zero entries of adjacency matrix to some
greater number (let it be 999).
6. If an edge between nodes (i, j) is selected as a minimum edge for column ‘j’, then it is to be make sure that the
same edge should not be selected for column ‘i’ though it is a minimum one.
7. If in case above situation occurs, it is selecting the next minimum cost edge from column ‘i’.
8. This helps us to avoid repetitive selection of same edge.
9. Following the above procedure for n-1 columns of adjacency matrix, it is able to connect ‘n’ nodes with (n-1)
edges with minimum cost.
10. We have parallelized this algorithm using OpenMP for better performance.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Consider the network as shown in figure-3 which consists of five nodes given as V= {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and seven edges.

Figure -4: Network with five nodes.
Let us work with the proposed algorithm:
Adjacency Matrix:

Figure-5: Adjacency Matrix 1
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Updated Adjacency Matrix after step 2:

Figure-6: Adjacency Matrix 2
Final updated matrix after complete algorithm will be:

Figure-7: Updated matrix
This matrix also shows the selection of which are {(3,0), (2,1), (3,2), (4,3)}.Clearly we are able to select four
edges which results in the formation of minimum spanning tree.
Application of this algorithm results in the MST. Figure-7 shows the actual spanning tree for given graph.

Figure-8: Minimum spanning tree.
VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We have executed the code with various values of number of nodes as input to the program and noted the time
required in serial as well as parallel case. The results are listed in the table-1. We also have plotted a graph (Figure-9)
where time is plotted on Y-axis and number of nodes plotted on X-axis, using the values noted in the table-1. With the
increase in number of threads, the time also varies. The time required in serial execution increases with the increase in
number of threads in case of serial execution whereas time required in parallel execution varies within some range. It is
clear that the parallel version of code gives a better performance on the quad-core processor when compared to serial one.
For both Figure-7 and Figure-8, blue colored curve represents the serial values whereas the brown colored curve
represents the parallel values.

Figure-9: Time Vs Number of Nodes Analysis on quad core processor with 10 threads in execution.
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Table-1: Data values for analysis of execution time on quad core processor with 10 threads.

We have executed the same codes on a dual core computer and noted down the results. Table-2 shows the variation in the
time required for the execution in serial and parallel case. A graph(Figure-9) is plotted using table where time is plotted
on X-axis and number of threads on Y-axis, Figure-8 shows the variation.

Figure-10: Time Vs Number of Nodes Analysis on quad core processor with 10 threads in execution.
Table-2: Data values analysis on quad core processor with 10 threads in execution.

VTune analysis:

Figure-11: General exploration analysis of parallel execution on VTune analyzer with Quad core processor with 10 nodes
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Figure-9.2, General exploration analysis of parallel execution on VTune analyzer with Quad core processor with 10
nodes

Figure-12: Concurrency analysis of parallel execution on VTune analyzer with Quad core processor with 10 nodes

Figure-13: Concurrency analysis of parallel execution on VTune analyzer with Quad core processor with 10 nodes

Figure-14, Locks and waits analysis of parallel execution on VTune analyzer with Quad core processor with 10 nodes
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Figure-15: Locks and waits analysis of parallel execution on VTune analyzer with Quad core processor with 10 nodes

Figure-16, General exploration analysis of serial execution on VTune analyzer with Quad core processor with 10 nodes

Figure-17: General exploration analysis of serial execution on VTune analyzer with Quad core processor with 10 nodes

Figure-18, General exploration analysis of serial execution on VTune analyzer with Quad core processor with 10 nodes

Figure-19, Concurrency analysis of serial execution on VTune analyzer with Quad core processor with 10 nodes
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Figure-20, Locks and waits analysis of serial execution on VTune analyzer with Quad core processor with 10 nodes

Figure-21, Locks and waits analysis of serial execution on VTune analyzer with Quad core processor with 10 nodes
VII. CONCLUSION
The result of analysis shows that there is an improvement in performance when algorithm is executed in parallel
environment provided by OpenMP.We got the average speedup factor as 4.753 when the algorithm runs in parallel mode
on a quad core processor where as on dual core, it gives the value as 0.173. This will speedup the overall process of
setting up the routing network. This will also help to decide the routing path of a data packet travelling through a network
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